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The name started in for the U. It has traditionally been one of General Motors' most profitable
vehicles. It now comes with three engine options: a 5. It was also briefly marketed as a Holden.
Cadillac offers a version called the Escalade ESV. A iSeeCars. The Westchester Suburban name
was, in fact, a trademark of U. Body and Forging Co. Chevrolet began production of its all-steel
"carryall-suburban" in These vehicles were also known as the "Suburban Carryall" until GM
shortened the name to simply "Suburban". GMC's equivalent to the Chevrolet model was
originally named "Suburban" as well, until being rebranded as "Yukon XL" for the model year.
With the end of production of the Dodge Town Wagon in and the Plymouth Fury Suburban
station wagon in , only General Motors continued to manufacture a vehicle branded as a
"Suburban", and GM was awarded an exclusive trademark on the name in The Suburban of
today is a full-size SUV upgraded to extended length from onward to make room for the
then-new K5 Blazer that debuted in with three rows of seating, a full pickup truck frame, and V8
engine. It is one of the few station wagons available with all bench rows. The extra length
provides a full-sized cargo area behind the 9 passenger seating area. It would return as an
exclusive to rental, fleet, and government services with the eleventh generation starting with the
model year with a 4WD LS and LT trim option, but soft sales would result in Chevrolet
discontinuing production on this feature in In recent years, the Suburban has been used as a
police truck , fire chief's vehicle , or EMS vehicle. Suburbans are also used as limousines.
Gothic black Suburban vehicles are commonly used by federal intelligence services, such as
Secret Service for example. Secret Service operates fully armored versions of the Suburban for
the President of the United States when he attends less formal engagements. Sales were low
and GM withdrew the model in from Holden's lineup. In , the Suburban commemorated its 80th
anniversary at General Motors Arlington Assembly Plant where the 10 millionth Suburban was
produced. In a February 26, article celebrating the vehicle's 83rd year, Car and Driver notes that
the Suburban's longevity is due to being one of GM's best selling brands, its appeal to
customers across the board regardless of race, gender, class, or political affiliation, and a
unique loyalty to the SUV. And they love their Suburbans. On December 5, , The Chevrolet
Suburban became the first vehicle to be awarded a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame by the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce for its excellence in film and television, having appeared in
more than 1, films and television series since , and can also claim to have appeared in at least
one television series every year since , and at least one film every year since , the most ever for
an automobile of any type. The star, placed at the corner of Hollywood Boulevard and Highland
Avenue, will also carry the Chevrolet "Bowtie" symbol instead of the entertainment symbols
film, stage, television, radio, musical instruments, and recording artist , another first for the
Walk of Fame. There have been a total of twelve generations of Chevrolet Suburbans since its
debut, the latest due to go on sale in spring as a model. Much of the body was constructed from
wood and could seat up to eight occupants. The actual first-generation model was offered by
Chevrolet as a "Carryall Suburban" â€” a tough, no-nonsense load carrier featuring a station
wagon body on the chassis of a small truck. Focused on functionality, the concept was literally
to "carry all": the whole family and their gear were to find sufficient space in one truck. Seating
for up to eight occupants was available, with three in the front row, two in the middle row, and
three in the rear row. Suburbans were built in model years , , and It was also produced during
the war as a military transport vehicle. Models with rear panel doors were designated "," while
those with tailgates were designated " The GMC version was equipped with a cubic-inch
6-cylinder engine. It shared much of its mechanicals with the AK Series trucks. This model
generation was based on the Chevrolet Advance Design series of pickups. Beginning in , the
Hydra-Matic 4-speed automatic transmission was available in GMC models and in the model
year Chevrolet Suburbans. This was the last series to feature " Canopy express " models. The
design of the Suburban would inspire the design of the Chevrolet HHR over half a century later.
All Chevrolet and GMC truck models received new styling that included a flatter hood, front
fenders flush with the body, and a trapezoid grill. Engines included I-6 and the small-block V8s.
Chevrolet used its V8 engine, later evolving it to a cubic-inch version. GMC based their V8 on a
Pontiac design. Standard Suburban model numbers continued from the previous series, but the
introduction of four-wheel-drive models in added the numbers "" for 4WD Suburbans with panel
doors, and "" for 4WD Suburbans with tailgates. Although not documented due to a fire that
destroyed the records, the production of Suburban Pickups is understood to be or fewer each
model year it was offered from â€” The styling of the â€” model year took cues from the late s
Chevrolet vehicles and had large oval ports above the grille. Front independent suspension was
new for From onwards, the hood styling was more conservative, with hoods that eliminated the
large ports. In , the front glass area was updated to a flatter windshield and larger door glass.
This model series introduced a factory-equipped 4WD "K" option for the first time. The 2WD "C"
models introduced a torsion bar -based independent front suspension and trailing arm and coil

spring rear, but by , returned to a more conventional coil-spring approach. Engine options
included I-6 and small-block V8s. This was actually from GMCs medium-duty truck line. It
featured high torque but was also notable for poor fuel economy. Transmissions were a 3-speed
and 4-speed manual, the automatic Powerglide, and the dual-range Hydramatic in the GMC
models. A passenger conversion was done by Stageway of Fort Smith, Ark. The 6th generation
Suburbans featured a single driver-side door and two passenger-side doors, and were available
in both 2WD and 4WD models. For the first time, a three-quarter-ton version was available. It
also became a larger size vehicle as well with the introduction of the K5 Blazer that debuted in
for the model year. The Comfort-Tilt steering wheel became optional in This generation of
Suburban coincided with the rapid growth of the recreational vehicle market. While only about
6, Suburbans were produced in , by that number had grown to some 27, In , Chevrolet in Brazil
introduced a 5-door version of the Suburban called C known as Veraneio from onwards, which
is Portuguese for "summertime". It was based on the contemporary Brazilian Chevrolet C It was
initially powered with a Chevrolet 4. Later it used the CID 4. The Brazilian version of the
Suburban was also converted to the current generation at the time and lasted until , was called
the Grand Blazer, a successor to the Veraneio. The 4. It also cited the vehicle's design as
"baroque" and summed it up as "a s Brazilian crossover. Suburbans for model year [36] now
had two doors on each side the previous generation had just one door on the driver's side ,
front-and-rear air conditioning , a baggage rack, a heater under the third seat and step-plates for
easier access. The V8 was dropped for , supplanted by the and small block V8's in The was
dropped after , leaving the as the only available engine in K-series Suburbans as the was not yet
offered in 4x4's. In a new 6. Except for the discontinuation of the V8 in , the engine line-up
continued mostly unchanged, with the , , and 6. Three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic and automatic
transmissions were available, and the four-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic R4 was introduced in and
was available with the small block and 6. Towing packages, with lower axle ratio and heavy-duty
cooling additions, were optional. Trim options included base Scottsdale level and upgraded
Silverado versions. An optional 3rd-row bench seat allowed for nine-passenger configurations.
A rear heating system was optional. For model year , automatic locking front hubs were added
for shift-on-the-move four-wheel drive models, and the NP transfer case replaced the NP in most
models. For , asbestos was removed from rear brakes. For , a new grille was used. For model
year , the method of fuel delivery for the engines was switched from carburetors to electronic
fuel injection. However, for the cubic inch or 7. Suburban gained rear-wheel anti-lock braking
system ABS for the model year. A heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmission, the 4LE was
added for The similar pickup truck models had switched to the newer platforms in the model
year. Both 2WD and 4WD models, designated "C" and "K", were offered, as well as half-ton and
three-quarter-ton "" and "" models. The base engine for all variants was the small-block 5. The
big-block 7. The optional 6. The 6. Ground clearance was 6. Transmissions included the 4L60
four-speed automatic in the series, and the heavier duty 4L80 four-speed automatic in the series
and the series fitted with the 6. The manual transmission option from the previous generation
was dropped. The GMT series introduced independent front suspension. The 2WD models used
coil springs and 4WD models used torsion bars in the front suspension. All models used a live
axle and leaf springs in the rear. Top speed of a Suburban is governed on the engine for
economy. Trim options included a base-level version, the LS, and the LT. Interior seating
arrangements allowed for either bucket or bench seating in the first row and optional third-row
bench. The vehicle could be configured from two- to nine-passenger seating. Over the model's
lifetime there were three trim levels: a base model, the LS and the LT. Not to be confused with
the trim variants is the model code, designated K8. The Holden's interior differed from that of
the American version, whereby the dashboard of the Chevrolet Blazer was used instead.
However, it had to be stretched on the passenger left side to fit in the larger Suburban. A bench
seat came standard on the entry-level variant as well as the LS, but the more expensive LT
received bucket seats. With the omission of the center seat, the LT has a maximum seating
capacity of eight, compared to nine. Creature comforts standard in all models included a LCD
compass in the rear-view mirror , a tilt adjustable steering wheel , a driver's airbag , ABS brakes
, and dual-zone air conditioning. To further up the ante, the LT gained electric front seats,
leather trim, and a horizontally slated, two-part tailgate. This came as opposed to the "barn
doors" found on the other specifications. The Suburban was offered with the choice of either a
5. Regardless of the engine specified, the truck was equipped with a four-speed automatic
transmission. However, what differed was the type of transmission. The vehicle's fuel efficiency
has been rated at To combat the extra payload and towing capacity of the diesel, an improved
braking package, as well as super heavy duty axles and suspension were fitted. Unlike the
Suburbans, these vehicles were not available to the general public, nor did they bear Holden
badging. They also were not built as right-hand-drives from the factory like the Suburban was;

the same company that handled the ambulance conversion Jakab Ambulance in Tamworth also
switched the steering to the other side. Optional was a pushbutton 4WD with a low-range
transfer case. A tow hitch with a trailer wiring plug was optional. For , Chevrolet's long-serving
5. New engines were Vortec 5. This rebranding continues to the present day. The shorter "
wheelbase became the Yukon and the full-length " wheelbase became the Yukon XL. For , the 6.
The new Vortec 8. Quadrasteer four-wheel steering was added as an option on models only.
Base models were discontinued, leaving LS and LT. The Vortec L59 variant in the series added
flex-fuel capability. For , all GM full-size trucks received an upgraded interior, with better-quality
materials and other enhancements. Adjustable pedals were added as an option, and the
instrument cluster-mounted Driver Information Center was improved and monitored up to 34
vehicle functions. A Panasonic DVD system was added as an option. GM's Stabilitrak system
was added, and Quadrasteer became available on series Suburbans. For , series Suburbans
received the Hydroboost braking system that was previously introduced in the series. The
Mexican-market Suburban received a front end update this year, matching that of the Silverado.
The model year saw the long-standard side-hinged panel doors discontinued in favor of the
formerly optional liftgate. All engines switched to an all-electric cooling system to reduce power
loss and fuel consumption. OnStar also became standard across the board. The catalytic
converters were relocated closer to the engine. The XM radio antenna and the OnStar antenna
were combined into a single unit. The new models were redesigned with more modern, less
boxy styling, [56] already seen on the previously released Tahoes and Yukons. The exterior
features a more aerodynamic shape, made partly by a steeply raked windshield angle. The
interior has a redesigned dashboard and improved seats. LT2 and LT3 models have leather
seating and available 6-, 7-, and 8-passenger seating. All Mexican-built Suburbans including the
9-seat models offer the special two-tone leather seating used by the Z For the model year, in
which U. Additionally, radios that are standard in all trims got a USB port, allowing for music to
be played from auxiliary devices through the radio, as well as charging other small electronics.
Minor front end changes including a slightly raised front bumper and side torso airbags were
also made standard for Chevrolet says that the anniversary edition will be limited to 2, units
because of the amount of white diamond paint GM can procure. The 5. The 8. In addition, the
trailering package will feature the trailer brake controller as a standard on all trims. For the
model year, trailer sway control and Hill Start Assist become standard on all trims, while the
LTZ trim added a heated steering wheel and Side Blind Zone Alert as a standard. Also new is
Powertrain Grade Braking, normal mode. The model arrived at Chevrolet dealers in June For the
model year, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle starter system, and rear parking assist
along with rear vision camera and inside mirror with camera display became standard on the
Suburban LS trims. Concord Metallic which was supposed to be available for the MY was added
to the Suburban color offerings for the models. The towing capacity of the Suburban was
unmatched, but also uncontested due to the discontinuation of the Ford Excursion in The
Suburban was originally sourced from Silao, Mexico from to but was moved to the Arlington,
Texas assembly plant for the model year, where production of all GM fullsize SUVs was
consolidated after the closing of the Janesville plant. The designs and concepts were created
by GM's exterior design manager Chip Thole before his transfer to GM's Buick design studio in ,
who told Truck Trend "I start with what intuition tells me about the market and get the team
going on that. You look at trends around the industry â€” fashion, culture, what people are
buying, what they say they want now â€” and project that into the future. The fun part is putting
those ideas to paper and going from there. Production on the Suburban and Tahoe began in
December with the first completed SUVs being used for testing purposes. This now includes
inlaid doors that tuck into the door sills, instead of over them, improving aerodynamics, fuel
economy, and lessens interior noise. The hoods and liftgate panels are made of aluminum to
reduce vehicle weight, and the wiper blades that were located on the liftgate door were moved
to the rear spoiler located on the top of the rear liftgate window. Also noticeable is the SUV's
length, which expands from A more efficient, direct-injected EcoTec3 V8 powertrain 5. Like the
â€”14 version, both the Suburban and Yukon XL do not share a single piece of sheet metal or
lighting element with the brands' full-size pick-up trucks GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado , and
the front grilles of both vehicles are slightly altered to give it their own identity. The front
headlights feature projector-beam headlamps that flank the Chevrolet-signature dual-port grille
â€” chrome on all models, sweeping into the front fenders, while the Tahoe, Suburban LTZ,
Yukon, and Yukon XL Denali trims feature projector-beam high-intensity discharge headlamps
and light-emitting diode daytime running lamps. The improved safety features included a degree
radar detection for crash avoidance and occupant protection and a high-tech anti-theft system
that now includes vertical and interior sensors, in-glass and window breaking, a triggering
alarm, and a shutdown device that prevents the vehicle from moving. The latter is expected to

address the issues regarding the constant thefts of the vehicles, especially with the previous
generation's removable seats and items left in the cargo space, which has become a target for
carjackers who see the third-row seats as valuable on the black market. Also new are the
addition of fold-flat second and third-row seats replacing the aforementioned removable third
seats , which is now a standard feature but can be equipped with an optional power-folding
feature for the upgraded trims, and an additional two inches of legroom for second-row
passengers. HD radio became a standard feature on all trims. Multiple USB ports and power
outlets are now spread throughout their interiors, including one volt, three-prong outlet on both
Suburban and Yukon XL, with the Suburban adding an available eight-inch color touch screen
radio with next-generation MyLink connectivity along with an available rear-seat entertainment
system with dual screens and Blu-ray DVD player, while the Yukon XL adds a standard
eight-inch-diagonal color touch screen radio with enhanced IntelliLink and available navigation.
The Yukon XL interior has more additional features that include seats stuffed with dual-firmness
foam, a standard Bose sound system and SD card slots, and laminated glass for the windshield
and front windows, decreasing interior noise. The Denali Yukon XLs comes equipped with
active noise-cancellation technology, with GM's third-generation magnetic ride control
suspension as a standard feature, which is only featured on the Suburban LTZ models, whose
upgraded features also includes a real-time damping system that delivers more precise body
motion control by "reading" the road every millisecond and changing damping in just five
milliseconds. The latter three will be the most expensive color trim options. The Suburban
received a new color palette, Brownstone Metallic , and added a hands-free power liftgate
feature that is standard on the LTZ but included on the LT with the optional Luxury Package.
The E85 capability feature is removed from retail orders. The Yukon XL's 6. For the model year
which commenced sales in July , the Chevrolet Suburban received more upgraded changes and
new features that included power-adjustable pedals, forward collision alert, IntelliBeam
headlamps, lane keep assist, and a safety alert seat as part of the newly introduced enhanced
driver alert package as an available option on the LS trim. A new liftgate shield was added to the
Theft Protection Package, along with the new lane keep assist which replaced the lane
departure warning. The capless fuel fill tanks became standard on all trims. The instrument
cluster was re-configured with a new multi-color enhancement and a heads-up display was
introduced as a standard only on the LTZ trim. However, only one of their phone brands at any
one time can be used, [] while the Android Auto option will only be available on LT and LTZ
trims featuring 8-inch screens. GM expanded newer 4G LTE features like detecting battery
failure and monitoring insurance discounts based on driver performance to model year
vehicles, including the Suburban, which GM cited as being the vehicle that is the most used
among data subscribers. The model year Chevrolet Suburban received upgraded changes after
it went on sale in August The LS trims also saw the badged "LS" lettering removed. The new
features include two new colors Blue Velvet Metallic and Pepperdust Metallic , two new inch
wheel options a 7-spoke Silver wheels with Chrome inserts for all trims; Ultra Bright machined
aluminum wheels with Bright Silver finish for Premier trim only , black roof rack cross rails as
part of the Texas Edition Package and All-Season Package , front active aero shutters all trims ,
and heated and vented seats Premier trim only. The model year Yukon XL also received similar
changes, but with a few exceptions. Two new colors, Dark Blue Sapphire Metallic and Mineral
Metallic were introduced, the latter exclusive to the Denali, which also added a new inch
ultra-bright aluminum wheels with midnight silver premium paint and a head-up display to its
features. The interior backlights changed from red to blue. The heated and vented driver and
front passenger seats are now standard on the SLT and Denali trims. The model year Suburban
had a few upgrades and deletions. The Yukon Denali XL received a new grille with a layered
appearance like the ones on its redesigned Acadia and Terrain brands, featuring
high-intensity-discharge headlights and LED daytime running lights. The refreshed design
provides better airflow to the radiator, and when less cooling air is needed, shutters behind the
grille close to improve aerodynamics and increase efficiency. The interior featured new ash
wood trim that GMC says gives the cabin a richer appearance. A new speed automatic
transmission was mated to its horsepower, 6. The Suburban will have both Havana Metallic and
Tungsten Metallic deleted in favor of a new Shadow Gray Metallic exterior color, while the top of
the line Premier will now have the name displayed on the tailgate. Consumer Reports added the
Suburban to their recommended list due to high owner satisfaction scores. The Suburban was
given a Hollywood Walk of Fame star on December 5, , one of two inanimate objects to be
awarded such Disneyland being the other , for its frequent appearances in film and television.
Because city regulations prohibit placing corporate names on public sidewalks including the
Walk of Fame, the star was instead placed in an area adjacent to the Walk of Fame. The eleventh
generation Suburban saw an increase in sales; April brought a The move also resulted in its

Arlington Assembly adding more hours and increasing its production from 48, SUVs to 60,
based on the expanding hours and added Saturday overtime shifts. The MY Suburban saw its
biggest sales increase in January , when it posted a They began entering dealerships in June
Based on the same GMT T1XX platform as the Silverado , the Suburban distinguished itself by
swapping that truck's live axle and leaf springs for an independent rear multilink suspension
setup with coil springs, thus lowering the floor of the vehicle and creating more room, in both
the cargo area and the second- and third-row seats. It gains 2. The towing capabilities were
increased with the twelfth generation models. Quad exhaust tailpipes are added to the vehicle,
giving it a more unique look, although this feature will only be standard on Premier and High
Country. This feature will not be offered on the LS, LT, Z71 and RST because of their
configuration as regular base, off-road, and street-centric level trims respectively, nor on all
trims with a Duramax option. Although it retained a boxy look, it added a more curvaceous
design with this change and adopted the same Chevrolet design language featuring the front
grille and distinct LED lighting that is also used on the Silverado, save for the black-grilled Z71
without the bumper and RST. The tailgate is more front and center, with the signature
"Suburban" name stretched across it. A combination of sheet metal and aluminum was used to
ensure a more lightweight vehicle. The dashboard and entertainment system have been fleshed
out, moving away from the traditional design. Newly updated features include a A new
push-button shifter column P, R, N, D is placed on the dashboard. Nine camera displays for
enhanced towing capabilities and a total of 30 additional safety features have been implemented
throughout the Suburban. An Air Ride Adaptive Suspension is standard on the higher trims,
likewise with an 8-inch driver screen. Another new feature, a power sliding console, will become
available later in late Summer or Fall The High Country Suburban will also have a Deluxe
package option with advance features that will be exclusive to this trim only. The Suburban will
also feature a Duramax diesel engine as an option available on all trims and packages except
for the Z71 [] for the first time, and so far the only brand outside its competitors to have this
option; a 3. The engine choices added up to improved fuel economy numbers, albeit with an
increased MPG for city and a decreased MPG for highway. Like the Suburban, the Yukon XL will
also feature an independent rear suspension, a 3. It also gains 4. The dashboard will have two
versions, one similar to the Suburban while a different one with a larger entertainment screen
will be exclusive to the Denali. The lineup of level trims also expanded as well, with the SLE,
SLT, and Denali now joined by the 4WD-exclusive AT4, the latter of which comes standard with
the Magnetic Ride Control electronically adaptive dampers, AT4-exclusive leather-appointed
seats, and stitching with a unique Jet Black interior color and Brandy accents, a heated steering
wheel, heated and ventilated front seats, heated second-row outboard seats, a two-speed
transfer case, inch Goodyear all-terrain tires, Traction Select System with off-road mode, hill
descent control, and skid plates. Each of the specialty versions were available at the LT and
Premier level trims. Both the Z71 and RST became the fourth and fifth level trims starting with
the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year, while the remaining continues as package
features. As with the previous Z71 Suburbans, this version continued to be offered in a 4WD LT
trim only, featuring a front skid plate, off-road tires mounted on inch wheels, a unique grille,
running boards, and "Z71" identification inside and out. Fog lamps, front tow hooks, and front
parking assist are also included. The Z71 package was modified again, as portions of the Z71
items added on the Texas Edition package as an optional feature by request from customers
was discontinued, making it a stand-alone package. The Z71 package was upgraded to a level
trim starting with the twelfth generation models. The Texas Edition Suburban, which became
part of the Texas Edition lineup along with the Tahoe and Silverado, was available in both LT
and LTZ trims for the model year, featuring a maximum trailering package, twenty-inch polished
aluminum wheels on LT models , twenty-two-inch premium painted aluminum wheels on LTZ
models , and an exclusive "Texas Edition" badge. The Suburban LT Signature Edition,
introduced in the model year, was an optional package trim, similar to the luxury package but
with less expensive features, available in the LT level trim only. This option was discontinued
after the model year but will be offered for the model year. This version became part of the
Signature Edition Suburban feature for the model year up until the model year. On August 13, ,
Chevrolet introduced a more upgraded version of the top of the line Premier level trim of the
Suburban, packaged as the Premier Plus, featuring a 6. The exterior features standard cross
rails, chrome power steps, and chrome exhaust tips. This feature was discontinued in the model
year. Originally at the time of the announcement, it was supposed to be available as an option
for the LT and Premier trims as a Performance Package that included a hp, 6. However, after the
press release Chevrolet confirmed that the RST Suburban would only be available as an
appearance package, as the 6. The packaged trim went on sale in July The RST package option
became a level trim with the twelfth generation Suburban for the model year. A HD Suburban

became available in as a model. However, this version, identified as a Class 3 vehicle around 10,
to 14, pound GVWR , is only available for sale to rental companies and commercial fleet entities
as a 4WD vehicle and will use the same design as the eleventh generation version, but uses a
different engine altogether. There is no 2WD or upgraded packages. This is
government-exclusive and available in 4WD LS and LT trims only, weighing around 11, pound
GVWR, inch machined aluminum wheels 8 lug , a high capacity air cleaner, amp alternator,
external engine oil cooler, and auxiliary transmission cooler. Although the vehicle has a high
GVWR, it is configured to provide a minimal towing capacity and is primarily intended for
conversion to an armored vehicle. The model year would be the last year for these two features,
as GM has decided not to carry them over to the twelfth generation models for the time being.
There was no diesel variant of the full-size SUVs for the model year versions. Afterwards,
Chevrolet made its parts available for order at Chevrolet Accessories. The rear windows are
removed. This partnership is a natural fit for me and this unique Suburban represents
everything I and my family want for our outdoor adventures. The Suburban is among the
selected vehicles that will be available with this option. The dashboard has additional controls
and dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo
tie-down hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. The
Enhanced Mobility Package EMP option adds an uprated suspension, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes,
a locking rear differential, beadlock tires, a tire pressure monitoring system, and other
upgrades. The first to sixth generations had panel truck models, the panel truck models were
replaced by the Chevrolet Greenbrier van , the Greenbrier van shared some of its components
and parts with the Chevrolet Apache , panel truck conversions of later generation Suburbans
are aftermarket conversions. The back doors of the Greenbier van were the ones from the Task
Force panel truck. The panel truck models were discontinued because the unibody-based vans
had become more popular than pickup truck-based vans. For the model year, the Suburban
received the U. Because of more stringent tests, and newer model ratings are not comparable to
â€” ratings. The NHTSA gave the models 4 stars overall in its review, similar to its review of its
models. However, all four including the Yukon XL got a Good rating for head protection in side
and seats and head restraints. However, â€”09 models without side airbags got a Poor rating.
Models with them received a Marginal rating. On March 28, , GM announced a recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL in order to fix a "transmission oil cooler line that is not securely seated
in its fitting," causing the vehicle to stop and rupture the oil cooling line, resulting in the engine
to malfunction and catch fire immediately. On June 6, , GM issued another recall on the
Suburban and Yukon XL because their radio control modules may not work, and thus prevent
certain audible safety warnings. On December 5, , GM announced that it is replacing ignition key
units on the Suburban and Yukon XL after customers made complaints that the shift lever
strikes the head of the key if the tilt-adjustable steering column is in the fully up position. The
lever only can be moved out of "park" into a gear when the engine is running and the driver's
foot is on the brake. The push-button ignition features are not affected. On January 4, , GM
issued a recall on tenth-generation Suburbans and Yukon XLs from the and model years for a
potential ignition lock actuator issue, citing that they are not the right size and can cause the
ignition to get stuck in the "Start" position, and then either due to a jarring event or a "cool
interior temperature" the ignition could switch back to the "Accessory" position, resulting in a
loss of power assistance and prevent the airbags from deploying. GM is aware of this and has
moved to correct the situation and try to pinpoint the source, but assures the vehicles are safe
to drive. On May 3, , GM placed a recall on both model Suburbans and Yukon XLs over
inadequate welds on their upper front control arms, which could result in an accident or injury.
On February 4, , GM issued a recall of and Chevrolet Suburban HD models over an improperly
fixed right-hand rear-view outside mirror which GM says will be replaced for free. The recall
affected vehicles. GM discontinued tracking sales of the Yukon XL in and now includes them
with the sales of the Yukon. The sales on this chart reflect the number of Chevrolet Suburban
units sold from onward. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. It is not to be confused with
GMC Denali. Motor vehicle. Main article: Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle. This section needs
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36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over the Internet.
You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple times, there is
always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect the
instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. The third
generation Pontiac Firebird was introduced in late by Pontiac alongside its corporate cousin,
the Chevrolet Camaro for the model year. These were also the first Firebirds with factory fuel
injection, four-speed automatic transmissions , five-speed manual transmissions, four-cylinder

engines, inch wheels, and hatchback bodies. For , the new Firebird and Camaro had been
completely restyled, with the windshield slope set at a dramatic, more aerodynamic 62 degrees,
[4] about 3 degrees steeper than anything GM had ever tried before , flush mounted side glass,
and for the first time, a large, glass-dominated rear hatchback. Electronically controlled
retractable headlamps, and a rounded hoodline and front fenders were the primary
characteristics that distinguished the Firebird from its Camaro sibling and its previous Firebird
incarnations. The Firebird would retain hidden headlamps until the end of all production in
Pontiac had also hoped to drop the "Trans Am" moniker from the redesigned cars to save
royalties paid to the SCCA for use of the name. Still, with its dimensions reduced, wheelbase
shortened, and weight reduced, the Third Generation Firebird was also the closest yet in size to
the original model. It also was the most aerodynamic production Firebird to date with a drag
coefficient of 0. The new Trans Am took things a bit further, with a coefficient of. Wind tunnels
were used to form the 3rd Gen F-Body's shape, and these aerodynamic developments were fully
taken advantage of by Pontiac's design team. The sleek new car had a low slung front end
which featured split grilles. They fed some air to the radiator but most of the air came from an
air dam underneath the front bumper. Every piece of the car was designed to reduce drag. The
newly designed side view mirror housings, made of light alloy metal, were almost cone shaped,
with the point facing the wind. The windshield wipers were hidden under the hood with the air
intake for the climate control system. It made for a smooth flow of air over the windshield. The
retractable headlamps popped up from the leading edge of the hood. The cars tended to outlive
the plastic gears for the headlight doors, and since the dealers charged several hundred dollars
for the repair, it was common to see Firebirds driving around with one or both headlights stuck
open during the day. Smooth wheelcovers were available on the Trans Am, attached to turbine
finned alloy wheels. A frameless, flush mounted, compound curved rear glass hatchback
decklid provided All of these features combined together to provide a low coefficient of drag.
The front end of the vehicle featured Taking styling cues from the design, the new car had full
width tail lights, complete with a Firebird emblem in the center. The all-new suspension design
was more advanced and aggressive than anything Detroit had offered previously, easily rivaling
the Corvette's handling abilities, but not its sophistication. The front suspension utilized
MacPherson struts, with inboard mounted coil springs and lower front control arms. A huge
torque arm was mounted from the transmissions tailshaft to the rear axle center to further
stabilize the axle's tendency to twist. The interior now featured aircraft inspired details and
gauges, using both fake and real Torx head screws that fastened the dash and console trim
panels. Optional Recaro seats were offered. The , non-Formula 3 spoke steering wheel was
re-used and featured a Firebird logo mounted in the center of the horn pad, with optional leather
grip. Many power options could be had. Special Viscount "PMD" bucket seats were optional,
featuring a small opening in the headrest and a PMD logo in the center of the backrest. Leather
seats were also available on both the standard seats and Viscount "PMD" seats. A standard
locking rear glovebox was mounted on the rear driver"s side of the cargo area and a mini spare
tire was hidden behind the opposite panel on the passenger side. A lockable cargo door on the
rear floor area and a retractable cargo area privacy shade were also available as options on all
Firebirds. The Firebird came standard with inch steel wheels, with several wheel options
available unique to the base model. This option was created due to a shortage of rear disc brake
components. The Trans Am came standard with a new incarnation of its traditional "Air
Extractors" on the fenders. A dark-tinted version of the base Firebird's tail lights were fitted to
the rear of the car and also featured a Silver or Gold "Phoenix" between them. Rubber
"Mini-Spats" stone deflectors were mounted just before the front and rear wheels, and were
toned down from the 70's design used on the earlier 2nd Gen Trans Am. Plans had originally
been made to use a refined version of Pontiac's Turbo 4. It was scrapped at the last minute,
leaving many to speculate as to what could have been, had the engine been allowed to survive
like its turbocharged companion, the Buick Turbo 3. Despite this, the Turbo Bulge hood
remained on the option list; on the Crossfire V-8, it was made functional, and even a lightweight
aluminum version of this hood, "RPO T45", was available on the option list. It was a curved
piece of pressed steel, and would be used in later years as the centerpiece of the Formula
option. The Trans Am came standard with one of the two Chevy V8s. Standard with a host of
options, some features included charcoal Parella cloth Recaro seats, t-tops, a black exterior
with gold trim, and black "Bowling Ball" hubcaps with special Gold Pontiac Arrowhead
emblems on its center, mounted on gold-painted inch aluminum wheels. These models are quite
rare, and much is still unknown about how many were built or how they were optioned. All had a
black interior; it is not known if they included black Recaro seats. As it was Pontiac's debut of
the still-fresh 3rd Generation Trans Am, it is possible that they would have been optioned with
many of Pontiac's best amenities; however few are known to still exist at this time. Therefore, it

is hard to ascertain what options they actually came with. These cars are featured in Daytona
race footage and in various advertisements. The Firebird remained basically unchanged from
the previous model year. All automatic transmission Firebirds now received a T-handle shifter
knob, and the shift indicator changed for the Automatic Overdrive R4. Midyear, the L69 high
output was introduced. The LG4 was standard as was the WS6 package. The exterior remained
virtually the same, except now the Firebird logo decals on the sail panels were replaced with
Gold-plated Black and Gold Firebird Logo Medallions. The interior now featured Tan leather
Recaro seats, carpeting, side panels, and the headliner. In its second year, the third generation
Trans Am was again selected as the Daytona Pace Car , and Pontiac offered a total of 2,
Daytona Pace Car replicas through their dealerships. A new graphic adorned the power bulge of
the pace car's hood, and these limited-edition cars were the first to feature a special RPO W62,
full-body ground-effects package that extended around the entire car and molded plastic
panels. Total production for Firebird models increased to , units, making this the best-selling
year of the 3rd Generation Firebird. The Firebird's interior options and design remained virtually
unchanged for , the only exceptions being a slightly revised dashpad, with screwed-in speaker
grilles, an optional driver's knee pad bolster on the left side of the center console for manual
cars, the T-tops were also redesigned to use a pin-mounting arrangement, rather than the earlier
latch-based setup, and a new 1 piece horncap embossed with the Firebird logo replaced the
earlier medallion version. Base model Firebird production increased to 62, units. Another new
for option was the "High-Tech" inch, slot, concave aluminum wheels, painted Gold or Silver,
with Black plastic centercaps containing a Gold or Silver Firebird logo. The only drivetrain
changes made for the model year were the deletion of the Trans Am only EFI Crossfire , a
hydraulic clutch was now used on the T-5 Borg-Warner 5-speed transmission, and on L69
equipped cars, a lightweight flywheel and an aluminum belhousing were employed. L69
equipped Trans Ams also received an RPM tachometer, an 80 PSI oil pressure gauge, a high
output single electric fan, a functional cold-air induction hood, a higher output mechanical fuel
pump, and a secondary electric fuel pump to help prevent vapor lock. Trans Am production
increased to 55, units. The H. O L69 engine was now the only available engine. The exterior still
featured a Black painted body, but gone was the Gold paint on the lower half of the body. The
interior still featured its namesake Tan leather Recaro seats. It also only utilized the H. The
Black tinted Trans Am tail lights featured White paint on the horizontal bars, and a stunning
Blue on White Firebird logo on the tail light center panel. All Firebird models underwent
redevelopment to boost sales as a number of power train improvements were introduced. The
Firebird received a restyled nose with Black wrap-around inserts known as "bumperettes" to
replace the grille inserts; wrap-around "bumperettes" were also added to the rear bumper. The
tail lights remained unchanged from the previous "louvered" style design. The carbureted V6
was replaced with a new, multi-port fuel-injected 2. The interior evolved with a new dash design
containing redesigned gauges that used a graph-patterned background, a slightly refined
dashpad, new T-handle shifter for automatics; a padded and more ergonomic center console
design, updated stereo and HVAC faceplates, and an optional version of the previous year's
more ergonomic 15th Anniversary's steering wheel. It too used the new for '85 nose and rear
bumper, but it now included some new items to set it apart. Cloth Recaro seats were also now
available. The Trans Am also underwent changes. The "Turbo Bulge" hood was discontinued in
favor of a new flat hood with twin louvered vents or "nostrils" that were functional, with heat
exhaust vents on the rear edges. The Trans Am also received a restyled nose, integral fog
lights, and newly redesigned ground effects. It utilized new "low density" taillight lenses with a
grid-style pattern rather than the "louvered" pattern in use since The Trans Am came standard
with the "High Tech" inch concave aluminum wheels from the previous year, but it was also
now available with the a version of the 15th Anniversary's WS6 suspension and its "Aero Tech"
inch aluminum wheels, but in finished Natural Silver. A Borg-Warner 9-bolt differential was
made available for the first time, and was said to be stronger than the standard corporate 10
bolt axle. Further attempts to put the Trans Am into higher regard included overhead console
from the Camaro lineup, which included several manually adjusted reminder wheels, a
positionable map light, a removable flashlight with "FIREBIRD" script, and a small pocket for a
garage door opener or sunglasses. The Trans Am drag coefficient was measured at 0. At the
time, it was the most aerodynamically efficient car GM ever produced. All Firebirds received
center, high-mounted stop lamps to comply with Federal legislation; these were placed on top
of the back hatch window. All cars received restyled, more modern instrument gauges. New tail
light lenses were now introduced on the base Firebird, completing the replacement of the "slit"
or "louvered" taillight lenses that had been a Firebird signature since The 2. The rubberâ€”vinyl
wrap-around rear wing became standard on Trans Am available only in black; as these wings
aged, these and those offered on subsequent model-year vehicles would suffer from cracking

and splitting problems , the Wing spoiler was a credit option on the Trans Am, and mandatory if
the louvered rear window was ordered. Midyear, Pontiac introduced a new light-weight,
cross-lace wheel, available for the Trans Am. Only 26 Trans Ams with the H. O L69 were built in ;
it was discontinued because of fuel vapor lock boiling problems. The Firebird body remained
basically unchanged. All center, high-mounted stop lamps were relocated to a new position
between the spoiler and the rear deck lid, and the large Firebird hood emblem disappeared
forever. All V8s now received factory roller camshafts, and faced with consumer demands for
more power, GM officially released the new 5. The 5. L69 production was stopped, leaving the
LG4 as the only remaining carbureted V8 used in the F-body. Gold inch, flat-mesh,
diamond-spoke wheels were standard on GTA, with inch, slot wheels standard on Trans Am.
The wrap-around wing was now made of fiberglass to reduce weight and became standard on
Trans Am and Formula; the regular, flat-surfaced spoiler from earlier Trans Am models was now
made standard on Firebird. Later WS6 cars used ZR rated tires. Many people like to say,
incorrectly, that the engine itself was pulled directly out of the C4 Corvette , which itself began
using the engine in , but the heads on the Corvette were aluminum whereas the Firebird heads
were cast Iron, although it did give the GTA performance numbers comparable to GM's flagship
performance platform from whence it came. ASC was contracted to convert all of the official
Camaro Convertibles from to For this reason, Pontiac did not directly offer a convertible
through dealers like the Camaro. However, these were not an official Pontiac offering, they are
considered coach convertibles. The conversion of the Firebird was identical to the "factory"
Camaros of the same model year. The exception was the obvious cosmetic changes, the rear
quarter caps, spoiler which was a base model spoiler cut off and the high mount 3rd brake light
were Firebird convertible specific. Once complete, ASC would ship the now Firebird convertible
to the participating dealership for delivery. This remained the procedure for dealerships through
the model year. According to ASC, they did not convert any Firebirds for the model year. The
Firebird remained basically unchanged. The Firebird Formula received new high tech 16x8-inch
aluminum wheels with distinctive silver "WS6" center caps. The GTA wheels were slightly
restyled, and the convex inch wheels were dropped as all Trans Ams received the 16x8"
diamond-spoke aluminum wheels, available in different colors white, red, charcoal, and black in
addition to the GTA's gold. The GTA received a new steering wheel with integral radio controls.
The optional convertible model also carried over, and now optional on the GTA was a new
"notchback" hatch: rather than the large, glass hatchback that had been common to the Third
Generation Firebird, the optional notchback consisted of a fiberglass trunk lid with a small, flat,
vertical glass window. The notchback also incorporated redesigned rear seatbacks with integral
headrests. The notchback became popular with onlookers, who often assumed the
notchback-equipped GTA was a Ferrari , thereby encouraging some owners of the type to dub
their GTA the "Ferrari Back. In rare instances, a dealership would get a notchback-equipped
GTA on their lot. Another reason for the relative obscurity of the notchback is that the sales
information was not very well disseminated to Pontiac salespeople, so many of them had no
idea it was available as an option. As attractive as the notchback was, GTA owners were
constantly plagued with structural and cosmetic issues with the design. The fiberglass would
blister, causing surface bubbles resembling a bad case of acne. The Pontiac repair solutions
were simply to sand the notchback down and repaint it, but the problem would always return,
and GTA owners could expect multiple trips in order to achieve a final repair of the problem, or
to have a new notchback installed. The notchback was intended to carry over and be
standard-issue on the 20th Anniversary GTA, but the plan never materialized; the
aforementioned quality control issues apparently caused GM not to carry it over to the next
year.. ASC continued to offer a Convertible for dealerships in It was not well known at the time,
but in , Pontiac produced the quickest [12] and fastest [13] American production car. The
"Excitement Division" was also asked to provide a car to pace the 73rd running of the
Indianapolis ; sadly, it would be the final time a Pontiac would ever receive that honor. But
short-distance sprinting was not all this car could do well. However, Motor Trend declared the
winner to be a Corvette ZR-1 , which went much faster, but was not a production car it was a
prototype that Chevrolet intended to release for production in , but did not come out until
Because of this, the TTA has gained a cult following among amateur racing enthusiasts. The
narrow engine bay of the Trans Am required the use of different cylinder heads , which
happened to have better flow characteristics than the old Buick heads. Special stainless steel
headers were made specifically for the project as well. The heads, headers, along with more
refined tuning of the boost and fuel curves, all added up to a more powerful package than the
older Buicks. PAS was also in charge of testing and assembling the engines. Most TTA's came
with T-tops and leather interior, but there were also hardtops and cloth-interior cars. The three
actual pace cars were randomly selected from the production run, and sent to Indianapolis to

pace the race. Thus, the pace car replicas were closer to the actual pace cars than any replica
previously offered; the only difference between the replicas and the three actual pace cars was
the addition of strobe lights and safety equipment to the latter. As has been proven to be the
case in subsequent years, relying on a small engine for cruising, and a turbocharger for power,
provides an exciting driving experience while returning impressive fuel mileage. The rarest 20th
Anniversary Turbo Trans Ams are the hardtops and convertibles. Only 40 hardtops were made.
At least two of these test cars were sold to private individuals, so there are at least two
extremely rare, non-white, factory TTA's in existence; in fact, one is known to be red. According
to a March Vol. According to the same Car and Driver article, very few of these "sleeper"
Formulas hit the streets; only about 50 were built each model year, as almost all LB9-equipped
Formulas came with an automatic transmission â€” which disqualified them from receiving the
high-performance N10 and GM3 options. Firebirds optioned with T-tops received new acrylic
plastic tops made by Leximar for GM. The new tops were lighter in weight and tinted darker, but
were more dome shaped and aged rapidly. GM replaced many sets with tops made of glass
under warranty, but the acrylic tops continued as standard-issue through All Firebirds optioned
with rear disc brakes now received PBR brake calipers and larger brake rotors, which resolved
issues encountered with previous-model rear discs and increased stopping power. The system
was adapted from GM's higher-end Corvette and Cadillac vehicles in response to an escalating
trend among car thieves to target the Camaro and Firebird. VATS incorporated a small resistor
into the ignition key shaft which was read by a sensor when the key was inserted.
VATS-equipped cars also displayed anti-theft system warning decals in the lower rear corners
of the side windows. A new CD player was offered, shoulder belts were added in the back seat,
and the convertible model carried over. ASC continued to make Convertibles for Pontiac
dealerships. A total of Convertibles were reported by ASC. A portion of those were powered
Convertibles. Information comes from ASC Order log, the Order log show only of the reported
convertibles, as of August , three of those missing 6 vehicles have been identified and added to
the above data. As a side note there are a known 5 L98 Powered Camaros made in , making the
total number of L98 Powered Firebird and Camaro Convertibles produced some of the rarest
and sought after third Gens made with a total of around produced for both lines all years
combined. A driver's side airbag was made standard. The Firebird interior again received a
redesign, this time the changes were much less drastic: the lower dash and under-dash panels
were altered, and accessory switches were moved to a new panel above the heater and radio
controls. The deluxe contoured interior door panels that were standard in GTAs and available in
Trans Ams were no longer available. All models would have to make do with the rather crude,
flat, carpeted door panels, although if leather seats were ordered, genuine perforated leather
was added above the armrest on the basic door panels. In GTAs the cheap door panels looked
very out of place next to the exotic looking articulating seats. The console got a new shift
indicator. This time, there was actually a needle to indicate what gear you had selected.
Previously, you just had to line up the shifter handle with the markings. Steering wheel mounted
radio controls disappeared from the GTA due to the addition of the airbag , and the L98 engine
was no longer offered in the T-top cars due to fuel economy regulations. The LB9 and L98
platforms were updated with new speed density fuel injection, and the elimination of the MAF
sensor reduced production costs and supposedly improved performance. All Lequipped cars
now received the N10 dual catalytic converters as standard, which technically was a mid year
change for Like the Camaro, the Firebird only received a half-year production run, as Pontiac
labored to release the restyled model. Production ceased on December 31, All Firebirds
received re-styled noses loosely fashioned after the "Banshee IV" show car while Pontiac was
developing the all-new Fourth Generation platform. The Trans Am's ground effects were
re-styled as well, and were made available as an appearance package on the base model
Firebird, but unavailable on the Formula. The Trans Am and Formula received a new
fiberglass-constructed, flat, wrap-around wing, The Trans Am and GTA received updated
two-piece tail lights with "PONTIAC" scripted in orange across the panels, and the center,
high-mounted stop lamps were moved to inside the top edge of the rear hatch. Due to its lighter
weight and improved aerodynamics the Firebird Convertible was finally available through GM's
normal ordering procedures. ASC still converted T-top cars into convertibles but the ordering
process was simplified and dealers would no longer need to have the cars drop shipped to ASC
in Michigan. The Convertibles were offered with one of three engine options: LHO 3. An
improvement on the T-top cars was introduced mid year on all F-bodies. T-top cars now came
with new seals which greatly reduced leaks into the passenger compartment. No two cars SLP
produced were alike; they all were special orders. SLP had anticipated making of these special
Firebird Formulas, but in fact, only 27 were ordered; and of those, only 25 were ever built
numbered 1â€”25 for hardtops â€” with numbers 18 and 23 never being built â€” and the only

Firehawk Convertible was numbered 27 which was the only non-formula. Motor Trend test
results : [19]. This marked the final production year for the Third Generation platform. Release
of the Fourth Generation model was imminent, and Pontiac made few changes to the Firebird.
The special edition Formula Firehawk that appeared in was still available, although a lot of
dealers were unaware of its existence. The lack of awareness and a sky high price tag conspired
to keep the sales figures down on the special Firehawk. As for the rest of the line, new exterior
colors were available, including a bright "Jamaica Yellow". One interior color was changed,
from the camel colored beechwood to a greyish beige. Convertibles were still available. One
improvement made on all F-bodies was the addition of some extra bonding agents to stiffen the
structure of the cars. The extra bonding was an attempt to correct squeaks and rattles that
some owners had complained about. This also allowed GM to experiment with some of the new
technologies which were to be implemented on the fourth generation cars. As use of the L98 in
the Corvette had come to an end, rough-cast runners found their way into Lequipped Firebirds,
and some cars received special rubber snubbers on the rear hatch frame that were designed to
make the hatch more stable. This would be the last year for the light weight deep dish
cross-laced wheels that had been available since , and had been styled to look like expensive
aftermarket rims. It would be the last year for the GTA, the last year for concealed windshield
wipers, and the last year for the aerodynamic body with the long hood and low roofline. It was
also the last year for full leather covering on the front seats. Some GTA's ended up with drum
brakes on the rear, presumably because of a shortage of disc brake parts. Buyers were
compensated for the downgrade. Ultimately, very few Trans Ams, GTA's, and Formulas were
produced in this model year, as most buyers were waiting for the next-generation models. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Corvette Museum. Automotive News. Archived
from the original on April 15, Retrieved October 10, Retrieved August 27, Models which were
exclusive to Canada. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Use mdy dates from October Short description is different from Wikidata
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Pontiac Firebird GTA. Jerry Palmer, Bill Porter [1] [2]. Pony car
Muscle car. Chevrolet Camaro third generation. V8 only made, all five-speed manuals.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pontiac Firebird 3rd generation. Ventura II. Tempest
Custom. Custom S. Grand Am. Strato Chief. Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham.
Parisienne Brougham. Star Chief. Star Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham.
Bonneville Brougham. Station wagon. Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer.
Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Quality used engines is where
you want to come for the best Used Engine and for that matter, any other used part for your car
or truck. The part we pull for your vehicle is rigorously tested to be sure that it's in great
working condition and right for your vehicle. Our goal is for your safety, security, and the
reliability of our products â€” the only situation that will ensure that we are doing the right
thing. There are sometimes rare Used Engines that would not be immediately available locally.
We can find them from our huge network of suppliers and partners â€” whatever you are
needing NOW! For any make or model of car or truck that you happen to have. We will ship to
anywhere in the US or Canada.. We don't sell 'junk' engines. This is an investment that most
people want to last a long time! We test all our engines before shipping them to make sure you
are getting the product we described to you. If you want something that looks like an engine,
but functions better as a boat anchor.. Quality used engines has the largest, most
comprehensive database of used engines in the country. Being able to pass on the best pricing
as well as the absolute best quality is a huge advantage we offer because of our comprehensive
inventory. It doesn't matter if you have a SUV, pickup truck, sports car, or any type of car you
can imagine, we have the used engine you need and we can ship it to any state in the US.
There's nothing more important you can do for your car than to keep it running optimally so that
you can safely get you where you want to go. It's a good idea to trust the experts in the area you
need help in. With our level of experience and high volume of inventory, we are our engine
experts. Don't cut corners with anyone less than the experts. Take a look around our database
and you'll see that we offer great prices, great products and great quality service. No matter
where you are in the country, we ship to you. Here at Quality used engines, we strive to send
out a product that you will be satisfied with. For example, when it comes to used engines, you
could choose a reliable source like us or you could go with the cheapest one out there that you
can find. They are calling us for a high quality, fair priced replacement. If your vehicle's engine
has bit the dust you are left with a few options in order to get yourself back on the road. For
most people it comes down to two choices - replace the engine or replace the car. For many
people it may seem like replacing an engine is as expensive or time consuming as buying a new

car but this simply isn't the case for the most part. Engine replacements are becoming more
and more affordable. There are many things that can lead to engine failure, but regardless of the
reason it is important to recognize your options for repair. Before you rush off to the car
dealership be sure to take into account the benefits of engine replacement. In the long run it will
likely save you much time and money. Searching for a new car can be an extremely time
consuming process. Depending on your wants and needs and financial situation you may be
searching for the right vehicle for weeks before finding one that suits you. Instead of spending
all your time searching for a new vehicle when you were happy with the one in which the engine
died simply replacing the motor is going to be a better deal. This process usually can be
completed in a single day when the motor is on hand and at a cost much less than that of a new
or used vehicles that would be in the same condition as your vehicle. Housing Axle Assy Rear
w. Used Engines We Offer If your vehicle's engine has bit the dust you are left with a few
options in order to get yourself back on the road. It is already tried and tested, which make quite
dependable. Saves cost: It is the most obvious advantage for any car owner to purchase used
engine. Extend Vehicle Life: Used engine also last as long as the original engine. Also Buying a
Used Car Engine prevents it from ending up in a landfill. It can really create a big impact on the
environment as functional engine get used reducing the junk amount. Repairing a car and also
prevents the car from going into the wrecking yard. Make Dodge. Model WC. They did an
admirable job and is hard to detect. Chevrolet ci w 3sp manual trans NP twin stick transfer case
rewired and 12V donated from a G10 Chevy van. It rides like a log wagon. The gas gauge is not
hooked up and the gas tank has small leak when totally full. The speedometer does not work,
but is all there. Pros: This truck gets a lot of attention. There's nothing out there like it. Starts
and runs great. Just a hoot to drive. Model Other Pickups. A survivor, complete and original the
way it came from the factory. It is unmolested with a straight clean body and little to no rust. It
has been in Arizona for at least the last 30 years of its life, covered and protected from the
elements. It is in running and operating condition. It features a flat head inline 6 cylinder with 3
speed floor shift transmission. Special luxury features include the rare AM radio and factory
dome light. The entire brake system was overhauled with rebuilt master cylinder, 4 new wheel
cylinders and new brake shoes front and rear. It also has new tires all around and a new fan
belt. Glass is original, windshield is cracked as is door glass, passenger glass is missing, but
hardware is all there. Rear widow in great condition with no cracks. What you see is what you
get with this truck. It is a prime candidate for complete restoration, or maybe rat rod, or hot rod
project. There aren't many out there like this anymore. Rebuilt flathead 6 cylinder receipts with 3
speed manual floor shift transmission. The only rust on the whole truck is on the inside the box
bed rails. Paint is decent driver quality with some oxidation. Drivers side running board has a
dent. All lights, blinkers, horn, dash lights and wiper work. Heater was removed. Gas gauge
works. Speedo reads 8 mph slow. Has aftermarket temperature and volts gauges mounted in
dash. Most everything has been replaced or gone through by previous owner of 17 years.
Licensed, insured and driven. Shipping is the responsibility and cost of the buyer and I will
assist in the shipping process as needed. I encourage inspecting the truck in person. Model
Power Wagon. I bought this from a gentlemen in Dallas Texas late last year. I bought it sight
unseen and assumed I found a deal of a lifetime. Upon delivery I realized quickly that this is a
project and a half. Greg, the trucks owner said he would take it back and 4 or 5 months later
after numerous shippers give him the run around we agreed to just sell it from my driveway. He
will be providing the Texas title to the new owner. I can not tell you a lot about it but hopefully
the photos help. The motor does not run and all parts included are shown in photos. Feel free to
call me with any questions at or call Greg at Thanks, Chad McKinney. We reserve the right to
cancel all existing bids and end the auction early should the item no longer be available for sale.
Buyer agrees to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 5 days of the
close of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle.
Fee and Taxes Info : Fees Please call for details as tax rates vary by state. I bought this truck
from the owner in early and his vision was to update it as much as possible to modern day
standards. After purchasing it I had it sent to Dan Minniger who owns Precision Power Wagon ,
at that time it was stripped down to the frame and built as only Dan can do and the quality can
be seen in the pictures. Dan finish the build in June and for the shake down cruise it was driven
to California over the course of 4 days and arrived in time to take "Best Truck" at the California
Dodge Power Wagon Rally held at Hollister. Since it has been kept inside and well taken care of.
This truck get over 25 mpg at 60 mph. The truck has been recently updated at the "Power
Wagon Shop" in Ventura and new carpets along with additional insulation and upgraded stereo
with cd, dvd,navigation and blue tooth. The winch was installed with ' of new galvanized cable
and attached to a Chelsea unidirectional pto, a new battery box was added which locks up and
out of the way, but can also be easily accessible by unlocking and dropping it down for service,

there is a red top Optima battery which starts the diesel nicely. If you need to help jump start
someone there are insulated jumper lugs located inside the passenger side engine
compartment as seen in the engine picture. A Vintage Air unit provides the air conditioning and
heating and defrost and works well, the truck sits on STA Super Lug tires and the six on the
ground have approx miles on them and the spare attached inside the bed has not seen
pavement yet. The original ring and pinions have all been changed to 's. The truck can cruise
comfortably in freeway traffic and with a 33 gallon custom stainless fuel tank built by Chris
Case your range is close to miles. The truck has 6 wheel power disc brakes along with power
steering , the drivers side bucket seat is power and the truck comes with a standard receiver
hitch with a dash mounted brake controller. The sheet metal is from a WDX and it replaced the
open military cab, hood and nose piece and the bed was custom built to the owners
specifications I bought it from, the bed rail protectors, the spare tire holder and the head ache
rack along with the bed work lights where added recently. The truck is powered by a Cummins
4BT 3. The ZF 5 speed works smoothly between gears, down shifting or up shifting and the
clutch although it is heavy duty only requires a light touch on the pedal , the dual out put
transfer case is well insulated and very quite and smooth also. The front leaf packs were built
for a 6bt conversion so there is plenty of arc in the spring packs with the 4bt, the front shocks
are in good working order, the rear suspension is an inverted leaf spring bogie on a four link
and rides very smooth compared to a two axle. The black bucket seats and carpet contrast well
with the gray door panels and headliner, all widow glass is factory tint and in good shape with
the exception of a small chip in the drivers side wind wing. Buyer to pay for all shipping costs,
the truck is located in Ventura California Payment. This auction is a legal contract, do not bid if
you cannot pay, ask any questions before making an offer and I strongly urge you to make an
appointment to see the truck in person, you can email me or call with any questions, I am
available to show the truck. Payments accepted,cash, cashiers checks, wire transfers, please
call prior to using PayPal. Truck is sold as is where is and no warranty implied or expressed
with a vehicle of this age and vintage. Cash talks and I reserve the right to end the auction early
as it is for sale locally. It runs fine And a new NOS exhaust and intake manifold this week. It has
the orig. I put 2 new 12 volt batteries in it last week as well. A year ago, it got a new brake
master cylinder The clutch and transmission work fine. It was used for many years at a duck
hunting club in the Sacramento Delta area. It has a Calif. It has all the military lights The only
body rust is the lower-right-rear part of the cowling. Otherwise the sheet metal is in great shape
obviously its never been in the snow. I put in new front windshield glass. The doors work fine
The pickup bed is solid Will take in trade, non-running M37's and other military vehicles. I'm
located in Palm Desert, Calif. You can call me at David. Email: dbcolts aol. I have 6 Dodge trucks
in various states of "decay" Model Viper. It has a 4 speed manual transmission and hydraulic
brakes. This ambulance has been in a museum for the past 30 years!! It was restored inside and
out and placed on display. Mileage is unknown. When we acquired the vehicle it had been
sitting for some time. As you can imagine we had the normal problems that you encounter with
a vehicle that has sat with fuel in it for a long period of time. We drained the old fuel off and
cleaned the carburetor and replaced the battery. Once this was complete we were able to get the
engine running. We have driven the vehicle around our property but have not road tested it.
When we started the breaks were very limited but with some work they have gotten better. The
body is in good condition and is outfitted with all the correct military markings. Ambulance will
be sold with stretchers that are pictured with it. Additionally we have not tested any of the
gauges. This vehicle is 72 years old, we encourage the new owner to have this vehicle checked
by a competent professional mechanic before use we are not responsible for any accidents,
misuse, or abuse. We do not warranty the fitness or mechanical condition of this item we are
selling it has a historical artifact from significant period in world history. This vehicle will be
sold in an "as is condition" and all sales are final. We have tired to describe the vehicle to the
best our our ability but we are not military vehicle experts. Please feel free to ask questions! The
vehicle must be paid for in full within 72 hours of end of the auction with no exceptions. Buyers
who fail to complete the sale will forfeit their earnest money deposit and the vehicle will be
relisted. Final payment must be made via cash or bank wire. We have applied for an Indiana title
and will provide the buyer with the title as soon as it is available. Buyer must arrange shipping.
Shipping is not included in the price. We will be happy to work with any shipping company and
will make the vehicle available to accommodate the shipper. We will store the vehicle for up to
30 days free of charge. Please ask all question via eBay. We have the vehicle listed locally and
reserve the right to end the listing. Thi
toyota pickup manual
chevelle tech
2012 vw cc owners manual

s truck is a Dodge WC 4X4 pickup. Started it's life in the west minimal rust where I found it in
Montana. The original drivetrain was frozen literally at some point so I upgraded the motor,
transmission, and transfer case. This old beast is solid with surprisingly little rust though. Built
to get attention. This truck never fails to get waves, thumbs up, and looks. I decided not to clear
it to make a repaint easier if someone wanted to I love to way it looks. Dash has been changed
out, so mileage on vehicle is not accurate. Model Ram Van. Bakersfield, CA. Green Bay, WI.
North Kingstown, RI. Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Collegedale, TN. Chester Twp, NJ.
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